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Manifold Worlds

Artist’s residency in Lingnan University
16th January to 15th May 2015

by Tang Ying Mui, Grace

• Introduction •

Every year the Department of Visual Studies hosts two artists-in-residence,
one local and one non-local, one emerging and one established. The aim of
the program, funded by the Lingnan Foundation, is to supplement students’
theoretical and historical understanding of the visual arts with practical
Manifold Worlds
by
Tang Ying Mui, Grace
Artist’s residency in Lingnan University
16th January to 15th May 2015
Venue: Artist’s studio NAB 323

understanding, while acquainting students with a range of media and with artists
from different parts of the world.
During the second semester of 2014-2015, our Department hosted Ms
Grace Tang, a local installation artist who graduated from London’s Goldsmith’s
College and the University of Westminster. Ms Tang is very much an established
artist, with a long list of local and non-local exhibitions (around four to five
per year) to prove it. Prehistory is a recurring theme of her work, including the
work documented in this exhibition catalog, which mirrors the assignments
given to the students in her class. By engaging with some of the most basic
prerequisites for human existence—food, clothing and shelter—both Ms Tang
and her students reflected on who they are and where they come from. It is
perhaps not surprising that such reflection would occasionally lead to thinking
about the present political situation.
Ms Tang’s work is often visually striking, but it is also clearly an invitation
to think about certain issues and to have a conversation about them. Our
Department was very happy to accept the invitation, which has become a
standing one thanks to this catalogue.

Rafael De Clercq
Associate Professor and Head
Department of Visual Studies
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• In “Manifold Worlds”, a blur of modern and primitive •

During her artist residency at the Lingnan University, Tang Ying Mui, Grace
has produced works together with university students as well as creating her own
art pieces. This body of work is conceptualized from the four Chinese categories
of basic necessities in daily life – clothing, food, housing and transportation. Yet,
Tang’s works could not be considered as collaborative art in their nature but
are personal pieces utilizing various “soft” materials like clothing, hair, wire and
video. Through her creative process, Tang reflects on issues related to personal
identity, human nature and our body in relation to the external environment and

While artworks exhibit themselves through their various visual elements,
more importantly they also contain different ideas and experiences of the artists
who create them. Especially contemporary art, it encompasses many different
art forms from specific medium.It is not only limit to traditional media such as
painting and drawing, also incorporate video and time-based elements. Tang’s
artworks exhibit in the residency program that arising the “alternative handling
Tang has favoured

working with university students on simple tasks over skill-based training like
those within the disciplines of painting or sculpting. Instead of drilling them
in technical training, she works with the students to transform and appropriate
elements that are closely related to daily life like clothing, food and even the
Basic Law, allowing participants to use them directly for their creations.
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the relationship between people and their environment. While some of these
works like Mask, Hairy Man or the processed foods might give viewers a chilling
effect; they should not be read under an aesthetic framework. Instead, they
reflect the original state of human being. In another word, the creepiness we feel
about them in fact reveals our underlying aesthetics and values as contemporary
urbanites.
Tang’s works depend upon personal and social contexts and their intertextual

society.

skill” to appreciate the potentials of artistic approach.

masks made of hair and excessively processed foods. They are all concerned with

readings to help recall the original natures of human being.

The work Hairy

Man which is made of real hair, for example, lets people wear it on their face and
assume the appearance of a primitive man. Another piece Mask, Tang invites the
students to recycle old clothes into some grotesque face-covers and invites people
to relook at the relationship between human and his clothing through the eyes
of the primitives. These works require participants to handle simple craftworks.
Through the process of making, they allow participants to step back from the
life of a materialistic consumer, reassess their personal identities and reconstruct
them with their own hands. The artistic approach focuses on the experiences
rather than visual elements. Another work related to political and social context,
Message in a Bottle, comes from the idea of throwing a message-in-a-bottle into
the sea and hoping that someone would pick it up one day. Firstly the author/
artist needs to read out the Basic Law that is chosen by another participant,

Regarding her own creative production during the residency, Tang continues

and then the artist writes the sentences of that Basic Law onto the body of the

to develop from her usual artistic materials, like heart drawings, wired man,

participant. The participant reads out those sentences in reverse order. All the
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process was recorded by videos and images, reminiscing the art of tattooing in

completion of the works demanded the audiences or participants to partake in,

ancient China. Visual documentation of these actions are then put into bottles

not only physical but also mental presence.

and sent out to people via regular mail. The original meaning of the Basic Law is
now lost through the complicated layers of messages and communications. Yet,
what is more important is people’s continuous participation, therefore sustaining
the operation of the work.
These projects by Tang take us closer to a way of life and identity of the
primitives and ask us to reassess our contemporary living environment and

Modern and primitive, urban and nature – these elements are paired up in
Tang’s art and each of them relies on the other to demonstrate the contrast in their
displacements. While her approaches may not be the trendiest in contemporary
art making, one can be sincerely touched by her honesty and sense of innocence
– which are fundamentals for anyone rethinking about personal identity, the
environment and our society.

society. Using ready-made objects, trees and even our body as medium, her
works allow us to review different aspects of modern living through their eyes.
For example, the work Hairy Man lets us see the implications of processed foods

Cheung Wai Sum, Eddie

from the perspectives of a primitive person, highlighting the absurdity and safety

Art writer

issues behind manufactured foods by applying hair on top of a piece of bread.
In another work, the artist hangs drawings of heart onto a tree and connects
viewers to the video of the city via QR codes printed on them, presenting the
relationship between urban and nature in a fairy-tale like approach.
Obviously, from the works Mask, Hairy Man, Wired man to more recently
work Message in a Bottle, such developed approaches that incorporate both
artworks and environments, also with some time-based elements such as
video and images. It establishes an indivisible relationship between the work
and its site. These approaches insisted on the inseparability of the work and
its environmental context, and used to be obstinate about “this moment”. The
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• Artist’s statement •

We start to know our world when we begin our existence, and we believe
that the world is like what we see. But is the world we know the real world? It may
just be a world of how we feel about the real world! We are born equipped with
a set of sensors to perceive the world. Our perception of the world depends on
these sensors. Other living things possess different sensors; they see their worlds
differently from us and each other. Although we have different perceptions of the
same world, we do exist in the same physical world.
The title of this exhibition is “Manifold Worlds”. I hope that we can bear in
mind that there are many perceived worlds and that we should be more tolerant
and understanding of each other.
In these “Manifold Worlds”, there are many traces of things in multifaceted
space: the inhabitants’ masks, tree spirits with hearts linked to QR codes, foods of
special forms, shelters in unbounded space, and unidentified and unrecognized
movements recorded by the inhabitants of the manifold worlds. Still there is no
sight of any physical beings. What the audience can see are the presence of them
through different means.
Is this a world of the past or a deserted world in the future? What is this
world telling us? Are we able to foresee our future? Do we have a future?

by
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Tang Ying Mui, Grace
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• Message in a bottle •

After the “Umbrella Movement”

real sea. Receivers of the bottles will

in Hong Kong last year, people in Hong

be encouraged to write their thoughts

Kong were quite shaken and the society

about that particular article. They can

has become more and more divided. I

also mail these to other people and

believe many people have not read the

after three months, the last participant

Basic Law and I want to raise people’s

can mail the bottle back to the artist.

awareness by asking them to read out
an article from it that is of concern to
them.
I have borrowed the story of
an ancient Chinese hero, who was
tattooed by his mother on his back
with four Chinese characters, “Be loyal
and pay back to your country”. I am
not asking people to do the same; I
only borrow the action of tattooing on
a body. Instead of real tattooing, I will
use a washable pen to write onto the
body of the participants. The process
will be videoed, photographed, and
the photos will be put inside plastic
bottles. After the exhibition, they will
be mailed to the people who have left
behind an address.
This “message in a bottle” will start
8

a journey in a sea of people instead the

Message in a bottle (No.1 - 4), works by artist
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Message in a bottle (No.5 - 8), works by artist

Message in a bottle (No.9 - 12), works by artist
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• Hairy man in action: Investigation and cleaning •

Hair is an object I have
been using to signify a hidden
link between nature and human

Seal stamps

During the residency, the hairy

understanding of our mother tongue,

men have come to life. They will talk

Cantonese, has been confused. We can

and act, and sending out messages.

hear some words but making sense of

beings. I used it in “Recycle

it is difficult.

Destinies” in 2011 and “Seal

2) The

stamps from the prehistoric

second

action

is

the

investigation. The hairy man will use

time” in 2012.

a magnifying glass and a broccoli. The
magnifying glass is used to look at the
vegetables in detail, like a detective
looking for clues.
3) Then the hairy man will use
a brush and tooth paste to perform
cleaning action.

Nowadays we hear news about
unsafe foods all the time. We are so
used to it and we are scared from time
to time but we have no control of it at
all.
In this performance, the hairy man
will do three actions:
1) Reading out messages about
food safety in Hong Kong in reverse.
Recycle destinies
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By reciting news in reverse, our
13
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Hairy man in action (No.1 - 4) - clips from video by the artist

Hairy man in action (No.5 - 8) - clips from video by the artist
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Hairy man in action (No.9 - 12) - clips from video by the artist

Hairy man in action (No.13 - 16) - clips from video by the artist
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• Borrowed Spring, borrowed Hong Kong - Work in progress •

The installation will use trees,
wired man, heart and videos.
This installation will be set up
using the trees in the North Hostel
in the University of Lingnan and the
Artist’s studio in NAB 323. Two wired
men, one man and one woman are
used. Their heart area is made to form
a hole and extend into the back by a
tube like form.
Hearts are drawn with colour
pencil and will be implanted onto
depression area of trees and inside the
exhibition venue.
Videos from the city and from
nature will be recorded. QR codes will
be generated and attached onto trees
and the venue respectively.
Audience will need to use a QR
code scanner in their mobile phone to
scan the code and view the video files
uploaded to the Internet.
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QR codes – videos about city and nature
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•Work in progress •

There are many different works being created during this residency.
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Is a piece of hairy bread your cup of tea?

The spider web-like structure occupying the corner!
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Other images
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• Build up a new identity – mask •

In my previous work, I created clothes from prehistoric times. I created a
story about a modern human who dreamt about a prehistoric forest and brought
back clothes from that period. She then asked people to guess how to put on
the clothes. Once the person had put on the clothes, they can become what they
really want to become. Some said they were fighters, some said they were birds,
or queens or shamans.

I

thought

this

idea

of

new beings. With the birth of these

transformation was suitable for the

new beings, they created works about

introduction of my residency. So I

“food, shelter, mobility”

asked the students to bring back old
clothes that they did not want, make
mask and transform themselves into
30
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• Hairy man in action •

“Hairy man” images from students (left and right)

I have asked the students to put

then they will rehearse their designed

hair onto their faces and also to design

actions to perform. They will recite the

a series of actions that will reflect their

news reversely.

concern about the food safety problem
that happens in Hong Kong from time
to time.
The students will first determine
a news item about a food scare, and
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Their use of materials includes
soy sauce, banana, broccoli, coke, fast
food, donuts and pork skin.
The whole performance will be
videoed.
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• Artist’s Biographay •

Tang Ying Mui, Grace has a BA (Fine Art) from Goldsmiths College,
University of London, and has an MSC from University of Westminster, UK.
Tang uses un-advanced technology, unsophisticated skills and materials
(wire and packaging tape, plastic wrapped wire, textile fur, etc) from industry to

• Acknowledgements •

build up works that explore the fragile condition of human existence, and the
external and internal boundaries that surround people.
She uses the four basic elements of survival: clothing, food, shelter and
mobility, to explore the way of living and the social system in our modern age.
She started making art from 2007, and since then she has been exhibiting

I am honoured to be the artist in residency
in Lingnan University,
this is a unique programme in Hong Kong,

constantly in Hong Kong and overseas. In 2009, she received an award from

which can let Hong Kong artists to have an opportunity

Hong Kong ADC for Arts Education for the educational part she played in the

to engage in a university environment,

Art Container Project.
In 2013, she was selected by Adidas to be an art ambassador to work with
artists from different art disciplines across the world.

interact with students and professors,
and also have a concentrated time to create works.

Besides working as an artist, she formed the art group MIA with artists
and art administrators, was a member of the core team of the Art Container
Project, and set up Front/Side Gallery with fellow artists to create an independent
exhibition space for local artists.
Web sites:
www.tangyingmui.com
http://www.mia.org.hk/
http://artcontainer.hk/
http://www.front-side-gallery.blogspot.hk/
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helped to make this residency successful.
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I would like to thank the Visual Studies students for their participation.
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Chan Pik Lai
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Li Mat Yi
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